
Page Section Figure Comment Commentor Project Response

49 8.1.3
Can block between 23rd and Humboldt be included to provide a uniform 
condition? Dustin White

50 8.1

Where does the substation end (there is a different cross section for 23rd from 
IL to substation and from Subsstation to Georgia, but on maps, it seems like the 
substation property ends at Georgia) Carli

50 8.1

It would be useful for the table to indicate which direction the street elements 
and widths go (north to south/east to west, etc.) -- this is useful for those 
sections that aren't symetrical Carli

50 8.1

23rd St from Substation to Georgia St doesn't match up with most recent cross 
section drawing (or what is in the DforD)-- cross section drawing shows 13' 
sidewalk and one 13' and one 12' travel lane, while Table 8.1 shows one 12' and 
13' sidewalk and both travel lanes at 13'. decide which it is and make consistent 
in both docs Carli

50 8.1
23rd St. Maryland to Delaware: in Infrastructure Plan, there is a bus landing and 
in DforD it is a boarding island-- make consistent across docs Carli

50 8.1
23rd between Mayland and Delaware should have an 11' travel lane WB where 
the XX is proposed to travel. Dustin White

Global 
Curb lines are better straight-- talk to Public Works re geometry proposed. Also 
straight curbs allow SFMTA to modify curb use for future purposes. James Shahamiri

Global
Pay attention to sidewalks and minimum guidelines (12' min) before proposing 
cuttings for loading/parking (Better Streets Plan) Paul Kniha

51 Include distance from bus stop of the operator restroom please Jessica Garcia

51
Please add a note that buses referenced are Muni buses (Shuttle layover space 
should be separate from Muni layover space when xx is operational) Scott Jefferis

52 8.2.1

The midblock raised crossings proposed on Humboldt at Louisiana appears to be 
very close to a controlled intersections - What's the justification for this? 
(MTA crosswalk standards call for greater than 300' from intersection when 
midblock) Dustin White

there is no 
page for 
this

(there is no 
figure for this) How does 23rd St. connect to the Blue Greenway? Mike Sallaberry

61 8.5 Crossing at park-- curb radii don't seem to meet PW street sweeping standards James Shahamiri
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63 8.5

Sidewalk is shown as narrowed to 5' to accommodate accessible parking space 
cut-in-- we would not approve this (this is an example, but the same treatment is 
shown on other figures as well). 
Side note: blue zones not called ADA spaces (they are called accessible spaces, or 
blue zones) Paul Kniha

63 8.5

Maryland midblock crossing shows 130' of raised crossing with parking in the 
middle. A crossing of this length can create ambiguity-- a 40' wide crossing 
should be sufficient here. Instead, locate loading zones outside area and have all 
crossing happens in the middle, or have two raised crosswalks at either end.  James Shahamiri

66 Figure 8.7
Move crosswalk across Delaware further north to be in line with south sidewalk 
along Humblodt. Dustin White

65 and 73 Figure 8.7
23rd between Mayland and Delaware should have an 11' travel lane WB where 
the XX is proposed to travel. Dustin White

67 8.7

Need to analyze right of way signage at Georgia and Humboldt-- one way stop 
sign is not going to be sufficient for volumes associated with the garage. Please 
present an alternative traffic control plan for this location (look at traffic 
operations-- traffic volumes and turning radius). Possibly move the all way stop 
over to Georgia and Humboldt (instead of having the all way stop on Humboldt 
with the northern portion of Georgia). James Shahamiri

67 8.7
Rasised intersections need to be discussed with SFMTA and Public Works 
together (example: Humboldt at Louisiana) Mike Sallaberry

67 8.7

Concern about single parking space in the middle of two intersections on south 
side of Humboldt west of Georgia Lane--Impact on sight lines. Please remove or 
propose justification James Shahamiri

72 8.7

Radii at corner of Humboldt and Illinois should attempt to be 15' for easier ramp 
construction, shorter ped crossings, slower speeds (15' is typical in City) -- unless 
for good reason Mike Sallaberry

Global We'd like to review turn template appendix James Shahamiri

73

8.7 (this figure 
seems to be 
misnumbered)

23rd and MD design: need more information-- how are peds crossing 23rd? 
Normally would bring bikeway closer to crosswalk on north side of intersection 
to make it more of a "protected intersection" and allow for peds to cross-- let's 
meet to discuss the bike/bus/ped elements Mike Sallaberry

72 8.7

Intersection geometry of IL and Humboldt: showing signal, but also need to 
show ped and accessibility treaments (ramps and crosswalks) to support the 
signal James Shahamiri

74 8.7

The designs for blue and white zones (hatching, bulb cut-ins) are not what we 
approve. We won't be approving specific color curbs until the specific land use is 
known for the frontages (with civil drawings-- type and intensity) Paul Kniha
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